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Your Composite Chart
A composite chart is simply a horoscope 
made up of the midpoints between the 
natal charts of two different persons. 
What results is a new horoscope that 
describes the interface between the two 
personalities: the shoreline where one 
leaves off and the other begins. Like any 
coastline, it may be even and easygoing 
at one point and convoluted and 
forbidding at another. And, like any 
shore, it is subject to fair and stormy 
weather. This astrological "weather" is 
the repeating transits of the planets.
Watching these transits, you can spot a 
host of intricacies in your relationship 
that you likely did not know were there. 
Once spotted, you have the opportunity 
to take better advantage of what is 
already going for you and more 
effectively grapple with problems that 
were hidden or only partially-revealed 
before.

Catherine Zeta-Jones
Sep 25, 1969
02:40:00 PM CET
Zone: -01:00
Swansea, UK
003W57'00" 51N38'00"
Michael Douglas
Sep 25, 1944
10:30:00 AM EWT
Zone: +04:00
New Brunswick, NJ
074W27'08" 40N29'10"
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The Composite Chart
¡ 16Òç08' Moon in Aquarius in the 2nd House
¢ 02Òã21' Sun in Libra in the 10th House
£ 27Òâ36' Mercury in Virgo in the 10th House
¤ 29Òâ51' Venus in Virgo in the 10th House
¥ 25Òä20' Mars in Scorpio in the 12th House
¦ 28Òâ14' Jupiter in Virgo in the 10th House
§ 08Òß59' Saturn in Gemini in the 7th House
¨ 08Òá42' Uranus in Leo in the 8th House
© 00Òä15' Neptune in Scorpio in the 11th House
À 02Òâ30' Pluto in Virgo in the 9th House
« 22ÒÞ12' Node in Taurus in the 6th House
¬ 26Òâ08' Midheaven in Virgo
Ù 04Òå07' Ascendant in Sagittarius
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30
Thursday
September

07:37 pm

Moon
Sextile
Venus

Critque
It's really time to smell the roses when you stop even noticing them. 
Taking a good situation for granted is actually a real pleasure, 
especially when you appreciate the ease and gratification in being 
peacefully in orbit together. It doesn't require an orgy of self-
satisfaction, just quiet thanks for the moment.

Moon Sextile Venus (Waning)

30
Thursday
September

08:23 pm

Moon
Square

Neptune

The Public
Mixed feelings and confused messages get lost because you're at 
loose ends about just how to apply your separate imaginations to 
become joint reality. Let the mists pass and brush away each other's 
cobwebs without tarnishing any fondly-held fantasies and you'll find 
better focus down the road in a day or so.

Moon Square Neptune (Waning)

01
Friday
October

00:25 am

Moon
Sextile

Sun

Easy Harvest
A quiet moment of mutual reinforcement is welcome here, when you 
together seem to fit particularly well into your surrounding 
circumstances, allowing you to go with the flow without even noticing 
you're doing it. Just enjoy your mutual orbit and the natural forces 
which favor your presence in the same spot.

Moon Sextile Sun (Waning)

01
Friday
October

03:47 am

Moon
Trine

Ascendant

Emotional Conservation Arises
There's broad agreement that you're looking good today, so it can't 
hurt to get out and play, interact, generally have fun and shoot the 
breeze, indulge in bluesky imagination, and expand upon yourselves. 
The tide is running nicely in your favor, so ride it and see where it takes 
you, enjoy the scenery along the way.

Moon Trine Ascendant (Waning)

01
Friday
October

11:05 am

Sun
Sextile
Uranus

Working Insights
Sometimes the best way to break out of the box is to simply slip out of 
the wrapping without tearing the packaging. Your joint ability for subtle 
yet original approaches is matched by your diplomacy and skill in 
sensing their acceptability and exploiting it for the good of all. A light 
spice provides all the kick you need.

Sun Sextile Uranus (Waxing)
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01
Friday
October

12:28 pm

Moon
Conjunct

Uranus

Innovative Ideas
Keeping the relationship new involves making it that way, and putting 
your toes into untried waters and going for the surprise option is 
definitely the road to fresh air right now. The trick is to avoid 
expectations, except for change itself, and give whatever pops up a 
chance to prove itself, integrate itself into your experience together.

Moon Conjunct Uranus

01
Friday
October

01:02 pm

Moon
Sextile
Saturn

Patience
The strength of a good relationship is often taken for granted, and it is 
a measure of its strength that it can be. Feeling comfortable by simply 
letting things be is a joy unto itself, so why not mosey along and enjoy 
the safety and security of what you know to be right and supportive? A 
passive, but rich indulgence.

Moon Sextile Saturn (Waxing)

01
Friday
October

06:20 pm

Sun
Trine

Saturn

Building Discipline
Staying inside your established limits actually increases the efficiency 
of your trajectory -- just like a runner or a racehorse turns corners 
carefully and uses them to cut his lap time. That's the metaphor for the 
day, so instead of pushing your mutual envelope, use it to push you 
both along at an ever greater pace.

Sun Trine Saturn (Waxing)

02
Saturday
October

02:23 am

Moon
Opposite

Moon

Emotional Experience
This marks the outer limit of your mutual monthly lunar handshake 
cycle and may bring to mind where there is distance between you and 
how you want to handle it. Making space for each other can and 
should be a positive thing, because even among the closest of 
neighbors, well-defined fences make you closer in the end.

Moon Opposite Moon

02
Saturday
October

07:15 pm

Moon
Square

Mars

Public Feelings
Arguments can be in store when stored-up energy gets blocked or 
there is uncertainty about actions already in progress. Like trying to 
check your swing on a bad pitch, your systems are in conflict but you 
can still cooperate to save the situation. Whatever you do, don't take it 
personally, just unite to meet the challenge.

Moon Square Mars (Waning)
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03
Sunday
October

00:52 am

Venus
Conjunct

Mars

Ideas to Act On
This is a great time to take time off to do whatever pleases you, from 
the most intimate to simply rejoicing in the laurels of your 
accomplishments. The sheer pleasure of physical involvement is at 
your command, so wrap yourselves in it. You can manifest that 
professionally, if that's only what's available or appropriate, but it has 
very intimate personal possibilities. Time to sparkle plenty.

Venus Conjunct Mars

03
Sunday
October

04:05 am

Moon
Sextile

Neptune

Wheat From Chaff
The finest imaginings don't always spring up overnight like mushrooms 
but often grow up like grass in the spring until they become a field of 
dreams. That's the pace at the moment, watching grass grow and 
envisioning the meadow yet to come in which you both will lie. Not a 
bad situation, when you think about it.

Moon Sextile Neptune (Waning)

03
Sunday
October

08:07 am

Moon
Conjunct

Pluto

Ideas for Change
There is a point where you meet and decide on the larger issues of the 
generations you come from, the mutual background to the specific 
relationship you share. Those are the necessities that drive and control 
your physical and social environment -- how are these part of you and 
how do you jointly deal with them, plot your own course through them? 
Issues to touch on today, refresh your joint strategy.

Moon Conjunct Pluto

03
Sunday
October

10:58 am

Moon
Square

Ascendant

Emotional Objectivity Arises
Requirements at home or work may get in the way of personal needs 
and attention, so don't depend on getting everything you need until 
you've gotten necessities taken care of and out of the way. If your 
timing seems off, write it off to having to let others have their priorities 
attended to -- fair enough, sometimes.

Moon Square Ascendant (Waning)

03
Sunday
October

05:56 pm

Venus
Sextile

Midheaven

Manage Accepting Values
Pleasures from and in hidden places not only give joy but also promote 
the two of you in general. You've got more going for you than you had 
anticipated, and you may still not really know the extent of it for a while, 
until someone lets out the secret. Behind closed doors things are 
brewing, and all for the best.

Venus Sextile Midheaven (Waxing)
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03
Sunday
October

07:35 pm

Moon
Square
Saturn

Sign of Discipline
Harsh judgments on small failing raise insecurities from the point of 
nervousness to hostility if you're not willing to forgive and take a 
second look. Brief circumstances make it easy to criticize what you've 
got going for the moment, but time is more likely to be on your side 
than not, if you are willing to forgo lingering doubts.

Moon Square Saturn (Waxing)

04
Monday
October

11:48 pm

Moon
Sextile

Mars

Feeling Critical
There's a feeling of strolling along, what composers call andante, in 
which your feelings and energies are perfectly in tune, even to the 
point of barely noting it. Comfort comes less from getting what you 
want but from doing it, knowing you're both nicely in sync and quite 
sufficiently pleased with it as well.

Moon Sextile Mars (Waning)

05
Tuesday
October

01:08 am

Moon
Conjunct

Midheaven

Manage Practical Emotions
It's a nice day or so to put yourselves into the limelight if you choose to, 
as the world's stray attention will find you in its path. Take the time for 
reinforcing your joint PR, let people know what you are up to, publicly 
admit to your accomplishments. A pulse of both ambition and reward 
come together.

Moon Conjunct Midheaven

05
Tuesday
October

01:58 am

Venus
Sextile

Mercury

Obstacle
General accord on what pleases makes striving after happiness 
unnecessary, since all you have to do is sample what's already been 
agreed upon. No debate, just the small talk one indulges in when 
enjoying mutual satisfaction, not competing for it. There's nothing like 
talking about the weather when the sun is shining.

Venus Sextile Mercury (Waxing)

05
Tuesday
October

03:38 am

Moon
Conjunct
Mercury

Fresh Ideas
This is the time of month to put your joint feelings into words and see 
how they are developing. It's also a good time for coming up with ideas 
and plans for a more thought-out relationship and for how you work as 
a unit. Good communication feels right, so talk it out and all kinds of 
new benefits come to light.

Moon Conjunct Mercury
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05
Tuesday
October

04:43 am

Moon
Conjunct

Jupiter

Ideas for Success
This is a moment that unites and reinforces your mutual ambitions, 
your inner urge to grow and grow together. Do something that takes 
you both beyond repetition and into some new direction you'd like to 
see yourselves moving into. Positive focus is strong and it's time to 
follow it in principle, leaving nit-picking details for resolution later.

Moon Conjunct Jupiter

05
Tuesday
October

07:26 am

Moon
Conjunct

Venus

Insight Into Feelings
This is the special time of month when you want to be emphasizing 
and building upon what you both want together, what particularly 
pleases you not individually but jointly. This is the stuff of which long-
term happiness is made of, so take the time out to enjoy and truly 
satisfy yourselves in ways only you both know how.

Moon Conjunct Venus

05
Tuesday
October

11:39 am

Moon
Conjunct

Sun

A New Vision
This is the moment in the month where shared feelings and attitudes 
mutually reinforce each other, building on the joint personality that 
grows from regular interaction. It's all about not just admitting to your 
mutuality but feeling it, recognizing that there is a true, active shoreline 
between you and you can both feel the waves between your toes as 
you walk it.

Moon Conjunct Sun

05
Tuesday
October

02:36 pm

Moon
Sextile

Ascendant

Emotional Examination Arises
It's easy to be personable right now, as quiet support says yes to your 
rhythms in subtle ways you may not even pick up on except to notice 
that you're a little more comfortable in your shoes. Communication 
runs easy and commentary pleases whether it's just everyday chatter 
or something much more intimate and meaningful.

Moon Sextile Ascendant (Waning)

05
Tuesday
October

03:53 pm

Venus
Sextile
Jupiter

Career Patience
When you ask for a little several times you tend to get more than when 
you ask for a lot just once. That's the pleasant key to the growth 
situation now, where little desires well-tended blossom into great 
satisfaction and reward, because the pressure is off and nature is 
taking its course.

Venus Sextile Jupiter (Waxing)
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05
Tuesday
October

10:15 pm

Moon
Sextile
Uranus

Innovative Acceptance
There's a nice stimulus going to add a little spice to your meal without 
crossing national borders to explore risky restaurants. It's easy to kick 
up the notch a bit, without blowing yourselves away in the process. In 
fact, at this moment, you can reach new levels of originality with 
relatively little emotional risk.

Moon Sextile Uranus (Waxing)

05
Tuesday
October

10:45 pm

Moon
Trine

Saturn

Building Discipline
There are moments when a relationship is more than an active 
dynamic, it's also something you can lean on. That's in part reinforced 
by outside events that make you glad you have the mutual protection 
with someone comfortably but actively watching your back. When you 
know what to expect, you can take the time to savor it.

Moon Trine Saturn (Waxing)

06
Wednesday
October

10:36 am

Moon
Trine
Moon

Emotional Conservation
This is an easy time of month when the balance of feelings is easily 
handled, letting one person handle more than the other in a real 
helpmate style. Helping hands gracefully extended meet their willing 
and thankful counterpart as you both cooperate to move things along 
to the benefit of both.

Moon Trine Moon (Waning)

07
Thursday
October

02:56 am

Venus
Sextile
Venus

Accepting Values
A great deal of satisfaction comes from the ability to simply let 
yourselves be satisfied -- not to pursue happiness but allow it to come 
to you. That may seem obvious right now as one pleasant detail offers 
to reinforce another in ways that aren't intrusive but altogether paint a 
rosy interior picture indeed.

Venus Sextile Venus (Waxing)

07
Thursday
October

09:47 am

Moon
Conjunct
Neptune

Inspired Ideas
There is a place between you where only the imagination lives and 
grows, that misty land of dreams and fantasies, hopes and fears, 
romance and reward which provide the seeds for growth. On this 
monthly lunar touch, now's the time to revisit it and see what new water 
springs within the well you both drink from.

Moon Conjunct Neptune
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07
Thursday
October

01:28 pm

Moon
Sextile

Pluto

Put Up with Change
Sometimes the limits of your life are so subtle that they entirely escape 
you, and that is all for the best at the moment. You feel you are on the 
right track, but not necessarily that you put yourselves there, but none 
of it matters when there is no storm in the offing. Faithful, prosperous 
emotional weather is a treasure, indeed.

Moon Sextile Pluto (Waxing)

07
Thursday
October

11:34 pm

Moon
Square
Uranus

Innovative Steps
Disagreement upon where interesting new change meets inappropriate 
or dangerous directions can make disputes break out more harshly 
than they might over smaller things. Short temper or intolerance spring 
from real feelings of insecurity and mismatched pacing, so be willing to 
pull back and take progress a little slower in the interest of resolution 
and harmony.

Moon Square Uranus (Waxing)

08
Friday
October

11:43 am

Moon
Square

Moon

Emotional Objectivity
Whose feelings count for more may become a little bit of an issue right 
now as one or both of you can feel a little at odds with the other in 
regard for the amount of attention you're giving and getting. Don't go 
making lists of individual grievances, as this will pass quickly if you just 
brush it off and move on.

Moon Square Moon (Waning)

08
Friday
October

09:38 pm

Moon
Opposite

Node

Emotional Experience
This time of the lunar month marks emotional rewards arising from the 
relationship, payoffs from having put as much as you have into it. You 
get back what you put in, so much of the nature of what you receive at 
this moment flows directly from how well you've been tending to the 
situation.

Moon Opposite Node

09
Saturday
October

00:19 am

Sun
Trine
Moon

Conserve the Best
Events in general are supportive of your emotional development 
together and tend to drive you into each other's arms through positive 
reinforcement. Because it's clearly going to work out better to team up 
right now, there must be something to it. There are times you may feel 
the opposite, but right now the wind's at your back.

Sun Trine Moon (Waning)
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09
Saturday
October

02:46 am

Moon
Conjunct

Mars

Motivational Insight
This moment of the lunar month accentuates your ability to take action 
together, telling you don't just sit there, do something. So, do 
something. Sitting still right now will only result in nervous 
dissatisfaction, frayed energies, while getting a move on will make the 
most of the moment, take the tide at its flood.

Moon Conjunct Mars

09
Saturday
October

04:03 am

Moon
Sextile

Midheaven

Manage Accepting Feelings
There's general support for you in the outside world, so it will be easy 
for you to go out there and take part in the action, though don't expect 
to be the focus of attention. A good supporting role will be easiest for a 
day or so, then decide how much further you want to get involved in 
the spotlight.

Moon Sextile Midheaven (Waxing)

09
Saturday
October

06:28 am

Moon
Sextile

Mercury

Work With Ideas
Sometimes you agree famously and other times you don't even notice 
you're on the same track. This is one of those latter occasions when it 
neither occurs to you to differ or to agree, since neither seems an issue.
You're moving according to plan, so you have your eyes on the ball, 
not on the announcer analyzing the game.

Moon Sextile Mercury (Waxing)

09
Saturday
October

07:31 am

Moon
Sextile
Jupiter

Patience Tried
When enough is enough and plenty is plenty, you tend not to see just 
how full your cup is. Why? Because it's not empty, nor is it overflowing, 
just properly filled to satisfaction. So who would notice? Sometimes it's 
nice just to know you are preceding along nicely on your expected 
growth curve. Enjoy the moment.

Moon Sextile Jupiter (Waxing)

09
Saturday
October

09:54 am

Venus
Sextile

Sun

Value Future Plans
Your desires are sometimes most satisfied when least sought after. 
Who says happiness has to be pursued? This is a time to enjoy the 
smaller pleasures of sharing that surround you and satisfy gently but 
fully, the kind you don't notice until there's a scarcity. Point them out to 
each other -- or, just relax and enjoy.

Venus Sextile Sun (Waxing)
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09
Saturday
October

10:09 am

Moon
Sextile
Venus

Long Suffering
It's really time to smell the roses when you stop even noticing them. 
Taking a good situation for granted is actually a real pleasure, 
especially when you appreciate the ease and gratification in being 
peacefully in orbit together. It doesn't require an orgy of self-
satisfaction, just quiet thanks for the moment.

Moon Sextile Venus (Waxing)

09
Saturday
October

12:57 pm

Mars
Trine
Moon

Caring For
You're both tapped into a river of strong, healthy feelings that inspire 
you to go the extra mile and the one after that without even noticing the 
addition. It's all about knowing where you're going and channeling 
emotions in a creative and effective direction. When you're engine is 
running smoothly, you eat up the miles.

Mars Trine Moon (Waning)

09
Saturday
October

01:16 pm

Venus
Square

Pluto

Position Staked Out
The desires of the moment may not match the obvious, predetermined 
outcome, but that may not stop you from pursuing them -- or rather, 
they pursuing one or both of you. Pride and willfulness are lurking 
around the corner, with their associated risks, so resist spontaneous 
force plays, as when the moment passes, you won't be able to undo it.

Venus Square Pluto (Waxing)

09
Saturday
October

02:16 pm

Moon
Sextile

Sun

Successful Plan
A quiet moment of mutual reinforcement is welcome here, when you 
together seem to fit particularly well into your surrounding 
circumstances, allowing you to go with the flow without even noticing 
you're doing it. Just enjoy your mutual orbit and the natural forces 
which favor your presence in the same spot.

Moon Sextile Sun (Waxing)

09
Saturday
October

02:31 pm

Moon
Square

Pluto

Signs of Change
The urge to engage in power play at this moment can be a little 
intimidating, but it's based on the fear of losing out to impossible odds. 
Trying to manipulate them in your favor results in a downward spiral, 
as you need each other to turn the corner and find more comfortable 
situations. Stay the course.

Moon Square Pluto (Waxing)
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09
Saturday
October

05:10 pm

Moon
Conjunct

Ascendant

Emotions Appear
This is the monthly lunar spike to your physical presentation together, 
how you personally interact and how people see you as an entity. 
Great for putting on a show, with or without closed doors, so proceed 
like the spotlight is on you and the curtain has just risen. There's no 
business like show business, go break a leg as they say.

Moon Conjunct Ascendant

09
Saturday
October

08:33 pm

Mercury
Trine
Moon

Preservation
The world seems to agree with how you both feel about things at the 
moment, and you can probably put things into verbal perspective 
rather well. Sometimes words don't come easily, but this isn't one of 
them, so speak up and have your say about your reactions together 
and let the rest chime in in accord.

Mercury Trine Moon (Waning)

10
Sunday
October

00:43 am

Moon
Trine

Uranus

Embody nsights
There is a giddy feeling when the ride is just bumpy enough to elicit 
squeals of delight but not enough to balloon into real fear. Catch that 
moment together in whatever you do today, as external elements 
conspire to give you that ride if you choose to let them. There's a fresh 
wind up, set full sail.

Moon Trine Uranus (Waxing)

10
Sunday
October

01:12 am

Moon
Opposite

Saturn

Experience Control
A relationship is defined not only by its generally accepted boundaries, 
but by the limits of them, how far they can be stretched. What 
comprises going to far to either or both of you? What do you think you 
just can't quite accomplish? Reflection on and recognition and respect 
of your individual limits allows you each to retain them without always 
having to share them.

Moon Opposite Saturn

10
Sunday
October

01:03 pm

Moon
Sextile
Moon

Emotional Examination
This is a good time for letting one of you express how both of you feel 
and give the other one a welcome rest. It's really all about passive 
agreement on issues that are so much shared that it doesn't matter 
who's forming the words, since there's no disagreement or competition 
over just exactly what's meant.

Moon Sextile Moon (Waning)
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11
Monday
October

00:49 am

Venus
Conjunct

Ascendant

Values Are Apparent
You're looking particularly well together, as people are seeing your 
through a filter of their own pleasure and desire, which rubs off on you 
both in more ways than one. So be gracious, spacious, and act like 
you're the hosts of the party, the stars of the opening, because that will 
be the natural role to fall into for the moment.

Venus Conjunct Ascendant

11
Monday
October

05:44 am

Moon
Square

Midheaven

Manage Emotional Progress
Attention to personal matters takes precedence over professional ones 
and may even interfere with them. It's about you and who you are, not 
where you are or what you do, so get in there and mix it up, get intense 
about yourselves. The shoreline between you is where you step onto 
and off of the boat.

Moon Square Midheaven (Waxing)

11
Monday
October

08:13 am

Moon
Square

Mercury

A Start is Made
This is one of two days in the lunar month when you may really not 
agree on what your plan ought to be or just how to implement it. You 
can get into a lot of diminishing returns and waste emotional and 
mental energy, or you can make a list of what's not really hitting things 
right, then discuss it on better aspects later. The choice should be 
obvious.

Moon Square Mercury (Waxing)

11
Monday
October

09:17 am

Moon
Square
Jupiter

Sign of Success
The size and scope of your mutual ambitions and requirements for 
growth could appear to be at odds -- what seems too much to one may 
seem not enough for the other. But it's all about good things, 
essentially -- you can't have too much of them, or can you? In the end, 
compromise is achieved, or surfeits will be come losses.

Moon Square Jupiter (Waxing)

11
Monday
October

12:00 pm

Moon
Square
Venus

Loving Act
Sometimes even the sweetest things cloy, or you can't immediately get 
what you want, while what you don't want is all around you. Don't let it 
get you all cramped up, as this twice-monthly moment will move on 
soon enough. Particularly, don't argue about it, because it's not really 
either of your fault. No blame.

Moon Square Venus (Waxing)
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11
Monday
October

12:40 pm

Moon
Sextile

Neptune

Long Suffering
The finest imaginings don't always spring up overnight like mushrooms 
but often grow up like grass in the spring until they become a field of 
dreams. That's the pace at the moment, watching grass grow and 
envisioning the meadow yet to come in which you both will lie. Not a 
bad situation, when you think about it.

Moon Sextile Neptune (Waxing)

11
Monday
October

04:13 pm

Moon
Square

Sun

Positive Action
This is one of two points in the lunar month which highlight the 
exchange of your differences and similarities and can sometimes put 
them into competition. You may feel that circumstances are putting 
unfair or irresolvable demands on the two of you or favoring one over 
the other. Avoid getting dragged into temporary issues and readjust.

Moon Square Sun (Waxing)

11
Monday
October

04:29 pm

Moon
Trine
Pluto

Embody Control
Faith moves mountains, and knowing that all will come out all right in 
the end is the first step in seeing that it happens. That feeling is in the 
air, and you can invest in it for the moment, simply by spreading the 
good word, the good feelings. It's more than belief, it's blind faith, of the 
guided variety.

Moon Trine Pluto (Waxing)

13
Wednesday
October

07:40 am

Moon
Sextile

Mars

Sublimate Feelings
There's a feeling of strolling along, what composers call andante, in 
which your feelings and energies are perfectly in tune, even to the 
point of barely noting it. Comfort comes less from getting what you 
want but from doing it, knowing you're both nicely in sync and quite 
sufficiently pleased with it as well.

Moon Sextile Mars (Waxing)

13
Wednesday
October

09:02 am

Moon
Trine

Midheaven

Manage Emotional Stengthening
It's a good time for tending to mutual work and finance matters as 
there's increased general support for what you do -- not enough to 
make you famous by yourselves, but certainly added encouragement 
to get you there under your own steam. Positive reinforcement is like 
having a second engine driving your vessel.

Moon Trine Midheaven (Waxing)
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13
Wednesday
October

11:36 am

Moon
Trine

Mercury

Implementing
Seeing eye to eye comes easy as the world around you seems to 
support your joint ideas and signs onto your plans as hoped. It doesn't 
really matter who came up with what, the fact that you're on target 
together makes it easy to develop the next step, set down procedures 
for the next step in your joint strategy.

Moon Trine Mercury (Waxing)

13
Wednesday
October

12:43 pm

Moon
Trine

Jupiter

Building on Success
Feelings of muctual plenty abound if you're willing to fall into that 
welcome space. Your ambitions and potentials seem to dovetail just 
right when you're working together and share a joint vision. You'll 
benefit even if you just let the moment drift, but seizing onto it will get 
you a lot more mileage.

Moon Trine Jupiter (Waxing)

13
Wednesday
October

03:32 pm

Moon
Trine

Venus

Embodying
It's easy to please one another for the moment, or should be as the 
general environment is helping you both out to get what you want if 
you let it. Don't look a gift horse in the mouth, just mount it and go for a 
ride, see where it takes you. There's mutual enjoyment to be had, so 
jump right in.

Moon Trine Venus (Waxing)

13
Wednesday
October

04:14 pm

Moon
Square

Neptune

Spritiual SIgns
Mixed feelings and confused messages get lost because you're at 
loose ends about just how to apply your separate imaginations to 
become joint reality. Let the mists pass and brush away each other's 
cobwebs without tarnishing any fondly-held fantasies and you'll find 
better focus down the road in a day or so.

Moon Square Neptune (Waxing)

13
Wednesday
October

07:55 pm

Moon
Trine
Sun

Embody Outward
There's a generally supportive atmosphere surrounding you, giving the 
feeling that you're both better in tune with your surroundings as a result 
of being together. It tells you the story of what's right and comfortable, 
especially in regard to how the rest of the world is treating you as a 
combo.

Moon Trine Sun (Waxing)
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13
Wednesday
October

11:01 pm

Moon
Sextile

Ascendant

Feelings of Acceptance Arise
It's easy to be personable right now, as quiet support says yes to your 
rhythms in subtle ways you may not even pick up on except to notice 
that you're a little more comfortable in your shoes. Communication 
runs easy and commentary pleases whether it's just everyday chatter 
or something much more intimate and meaningful.

Moon Sextile Ascendant (Waxing)

14
Thursday
October

07:07 am

Moon
Opposite

Uranus

Feeling Innovative
How far out can you go, what is the limit of tolerance for untrained or 
untamed experience for both of you? That's a question to explore for a 
moment, as it will tell you just how far to push each other for fun before 
it becomes scary, and what one of you may feel thrilled by that may in 
fact offend the other. These boundaries keep changing, so you need to 
keep probing them for mutual enlightenment (good) and emotional 
safety (essential).

Moon Opposite Uranus

14
Thursday
October

07:38 am

Moon
Trine

Saturn

Keep Control
There are moments when a relationship is more than an active 
dynamic, it's also something you can lean on. That's in part reinforced 
by outside events that make you glad you have the mutual protection 
with someone comfortably but actively watching your back. When you 
know what to expect, you can take the time to savor it.

Moon Trine Saturn (Waning)
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